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fit for a family
Practicality balances with panache in this  

open-plan kitchen, which is designed to cater for  
both tiny toddlers and sophisticated soirees 

words & styling Vanessa keys  photography cath muscat

1idea to steal…
organise drawers for easy access

Creating a culinary masterpiece is a breeze, thanks to a host  
of clever compartments from Howards storage World that fit 
snugly inside each drawer. “each utensil has its own designated 
place; i love that i can slide my hand into the exact same spot 
each time and know that i’ll find what i need,” says Natalie.2idea to steal…

add interest with textured surfaces
the bright white cabinetry – painted in dulux White Watsonia  
and finished in 2-pac polyurethane – is softened instantly when 
paired with textured timber and reflective stainless steel.  
“an over-abundance of white leaves a space looking cold and 
clinical,” says designer Penny, who chose a warm timber veneer  
in laminex sublime Walnut for the cabinetry to break up the 
expanse of white. “i also used two different thicknesses for  
the Caesarstone ‘snow’ benchtops to add visual interest.”  

3    idea to steal…
integrate benchtop appliances

to ensure the benchtops remain free of clutter, Penny integrated 
small appliances into the cabinetry. “Having the microwave and 
coffee machine built in lends a very neat finish,” says Penny, who 
paired a Miele CVa 4060 espresso machine, which was plumbed in, 
and a Miele M 8261 eGR microwave to balance the ovens installed  
in an identical format at the opposite end of the kitchen bench.

4 idea to steal…
go handle-free for a streamlined look

Penny embraced a contemporary aesthetic by installing flat-faced 
door fronts and drawers that have recessed handles and Hettich  
soft-close mechanisms. Not only does the style give the kitchen  
a lovely sense of fluidity, it means that clothes don’t get caught  
on protruding handles. the nifty soft-close function also ensures 
little fingers don’t get trapped in slamming drawers. >

With two young daughters and a constant stream 
of friends dropping over for coffee and dinner 

parties, homeowners Natalie and dave were desperate 
for a family-friendly kitchen that didn’t sacrifice style. 
interior designer Penny del Castillo from in design 
international came to the rescue, combining equal 
measures of storage, light, accessibility and ergonomic 
design to create a big-impact space that’s ripe for 
family fun. We reveal the 10 style secrets that lie 
beneath this kitchen’s chic exterior.
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 9idea to steal… 
install a hard-working bench

“the large, l-shaped island is a dream for entertaining,” says Natalie. 
“there’s plenty of space for everyone to stand around and chat.”  
it’s also packed with features, including a double stainless-steel sink, 
seating for 10 and a plethora of storage options, including eight deep 
cupboards cleverly hidden around the sides of the bench. “these 
extra cupboards means that guests can access cutlery and crockery 
without actually coming into the kitchen,” says Penny. “Perfect for 
an extra set of hands setting the table for a barbecue.”

5idea to steal…
install a show-stopping splashback 

With its high-impact functionality and glossy good looks, nothing says 
‘professional finish’ like stainless steel. extending across the entire 
cooking zone, the steel surface withstands heat and moisture, and 
wipes clean – perfect for messy cooks! the sleek, reflective surface 
bounces light around the room and draws together the stainless-steel 
appliances and rangehood for an über-cool cohesive look.

6idea to steal…
customise the cooking zone

the key to a successful space is to personalise the room so it works 
with the way you live. Natalie and dave are keen cooks, so designer 
Penny del Castillo created a fully-equipped cooking zone, complete 
with built-in knife blocks, condiment holders, spice shakers and 
utensil hooks. “Not having to run back and forth to the pantry when 
you have a kitchen filled with guests and kids is such a godsend,”  
says Natalie. “it makes the cooking process more enjoyable and so 
efficient, not to mention it significantly reduces the risk of tripping 
over one of those little people, who seem to appear from nowhere!”

10 idea to steal…
create an appliance nook

“it makes me laugh whenever people comment on the clutter-free 
benchtops,” says Natalie. “if only they could see what’s lurking 
behind the roller door!” the appliance nook provides a dedicated 
space for items that would otherwise accumulate on the island bench 
and allows everyday appliances to be plugged in without having 
messy cords on display. “We installed the appliance nook near the 
fridge, so family can make snacks without getting underfoot of those 
who are making ‘real’ food in the cooking zone,” says Penny.  

8idea to steal… 
choose ergonomic appliances

if the kitchen is the heart of the home, the island bench is surely  
the brain of the kitchen – and never more so than with this home’s 
hard-working bench, which incorporates, among other things, two 
Fisher & Paykel dish drawers, cleverly installed within arm’s reach  
of the sink. “We installed two dish drawers side-by-side to minimise 
bending and reduce water consumption – so you can wash a small 
load without feeling guilty!” says Penny. the integrated timber 
veneer fronts chime beautifully with the spotted gum floors.

 7idea to steal…  
make the most of your pantry 

a walk-in pantry provides maximum visual and physical access  
to your foodstuffs, allowing you to see at a glance what you have  
and – more importantly – what you don’t have. “the key to a good 
shelving system is to make it congruent to the height and depth  
of particular packaging, which reduces the need to stack,” says 
Penny. “We also installed laminate benches at working height,  
so the storage area can double as a proper butler’s pantry for  
food preparation when the kitchen gets particularly busy.” 


